Amateurs in Legislation Use New System—Far Ahead of All Others.

Talk about amateurs in the lobby, the Tech people have put the finest machine in the Legislature which has been seen this year. The Tech men in charge of the campaign to get $1,000,000 out of the State went right to the root of things. They started a big card index with the names of every legislator on it and his endorsements. On these same cards they had written down the names of his father, brothers, sisters and aunts, and in any case where there was any affiliation with Tech it was carefully noted.

Then the sounding began. Every past member of the Legislature who had been a Tech man or who had any Tech affiliation was pulled into line and given a certain block of men to look after. The idea was to make daily reports in writing.

As a result, almost before the Legislature opened, the Tech men knew exactly what was going on with them, what strings were holding them, and more important, who were against them and why.

Ignoring for the time being the fish they had caught, they started after those in the pool. There were followers of all the members who had been reached through their brother-law who worked under a Tech man on a certain business. Another man was worked on the grounds that he had a brother and years ago had been a Tech student, though he did not matriculate. It had been a smooth business all the time.

The result is that they are approaching the climax of the campaign, and even if Governor Foss should stir up, it is ready to meet him.

The methods of keeping up this campaign have been put on a system that would be worth hundreds of thousands of dollars to the big corporations who have to do with legislation. It is true, of course, that this has been a thing of very hard work, with no prying eyes other than that of a working knowledge of handling State politics, or business methods in legislation, these gentlemen have put in a system that would be costly to be turned into other channels.

The result is that they are already three men of last year's Tech examination, though he did not matriculate, have been seen this year. The Tech machine into the Legislature which was reached through his brother-in-law who worked under a Tech man on a certain business. Another was worked on the grounds that he had a brother and years ago had been a Tech student, though he did not matriculate.
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